HALIFAX NUMERICAL CONTROLS
Based in Halifax, West Yorkshire in England, HNC is a team of
professional engineers specialising in all aspects of Machine
Tools, CNC and Factory Automation Systems. The company
was formed in 1998 and continues to serve clients
throughout the UK and Worldwide from its own workshop
premises.
INTRODUCING HNC ROLL GRINDERS & GROOVERS
The development of the first Roll Grinder came about when Mike Diskin – Managing Director at HNC
was contacted to see whether their experience in CNC machine tool control could be applied to the
production of rubber rollers. Traditionally reliant on increasingly rare operator skills, the rubber
roller industry presented a huge opportunity if the technical problems could be overcome.
With an investment in Research & Development of over $1,500,000 HNC engineers set about solving
the complex mathematical and engineering challenges to produce an Automatic Roll Grinder that
was highly accurate and very easy to use. HNC’s engineers then developed and applied innovative
technology to Roll Grooving and subsequently to full duplex Grinding, Grooving and Finishing.
HNC’s products are radically transforming the roll production industry. The range of automatic roll
Grinders and Groovers are the most advanced machines of their type in the world.
OUR STRATEGY FOR SUCCESS
HNC’s strategy is based on more than just great products. As Managing Director Mike Diskin
explains;
Our fundamental business strategy is building long-term client relationships. We
have always attracted and retained clients by providing superior customer value.
Over 95 percent of our work is repeat business from satisfied clients.
New customers appreciate that our rubber roller machines have been specifically
designed to be the very best in features and in performance, but it is HNC’s quality
of engineering and our focus on fully supporting our products which create the
winning formula.
CORE VALUES
Our core values are a no-nonsense approach to dealing with customers and a primary objective of
making the quality and reliability of the finished product paramount. Our customers can always
deal directly with an engineer who has knowledge and expertise to deal with any query.
HNC is a global business trusted by industry leading companies throughout the world. HNC project
manage a number of installations across China, The Middle East, Russia, The USA as well as at home
in the UK. HNC are able to supports the entire range of Grinders and Groovers to customers
anywhere in the world. As Mike explains;
The very best way to support our products is to make sure that they are the very
highest quality to begin with. In this way our customers can be sure that their
machines are efficient and extremely reliable. At the rare occasional times when
things do go wrong, the team at HNC is there to sort things out quickly, effectively,
and without making a fuss.
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